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Revolutionizing Software Project Planning

- Problems with software project planning
- In a perfect world...
- A universal framework
- The framework in action!
Problems with Software Project Planning and Management

- Mix of tools
- Unstructured process
- Difficult to repeat
- Difficult to reuse and maintain knowledge from one project to the next

Many solutions – none very elegant!
The current state of the software planning process, is not elegant...
In a perfect world...

- The process would be **collaborative**
- Tools would share **common** user interface and feature sets
- Project managers would need to only know a **single planning environment**
- Different tools sets would present results in a format for **easy comparisons** and combinations.
A Universal Framework is...

• Collaborative
• Allows many models to co-exist
  – Simplifies aggregation
  – Simplifies comparisons
• Offers common user interface
  for many models
• Offers common feature set for many models
• Eliminates need for manipulating
  results in Excel
The new state of the art in planning is elegant...

True Solutions offer a common framework for pre-processing, estimating, post-processing, reporting and analysis
The Framework in Action
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Our mission is to provide collaborative planning, cost forecasting, and budgeting solutions that empower our clients to sustain profitable growth through faster, better decisions.